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Executive Summary:
Employees are already bringing their own high-tech devices to work, hoping to use familiar 
technology to be more productive. Encouraging that trend can slash IT costs, raise morale, 
boost productivity and help your company project a cutting-edge image to customers. To 
benefit from the Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) movement, companies should look to the 
cloud for critical needs, opting for browser-enabled solutions that will work on any device 
instead of ones that need expensive and time-consuming testing and support every time 
an employee buys the latest and greatest gadget from the Internet.

Introduction:
The flood has already begun. Every day, more employees bring their own smartphones, 
tablets and laptops into their offices, hoping to become more productive and add more 
value to their companies. While IT departments sometimes look at the BYOD revolution 
with concern over having to support more devices, stopping that flow of new technology 
could do more harm than good.

A recent study by Forrester Research shows that employees are choosing slightly more 
than half of all the high-tech tools they use – either buying products themselves or 
choosing from a list of smartphones, tablets, laptops and desktop computers approved  
by their employers. If you take desktops out of that mix, employees are selecting 85 
percent of the devices they are using. 

Technology research group Ovum found recently that 15 percent of employees used 
their devices to access company networks without informing their IT departments, and 
another 21 percent actively violated anti-BYOD policies in hopes of improving personal 
productivity.

Faced with this flood of new technology, companies can either try resisting the tide 
by blocking outside devices or they can embrace the trend. Banning employee-
chosen technology denies the company cutting-edge tools, generates more work for 
IT departments, lowers the morale of top-notch employees and robs companies of 
the benefits of rapidly falling consumer electronics prices by tying future work to aging 
hardware and networks. 

BYOD early adopters are people who are willing to spend their own money to get more 
done every day, making them the sorts of employees that companies should cherish. And 
young people, just entering the workforce, have been raised on Angry Birds and Twitter 
apps. Allowing them to use tools that they’ve been essentially training on for most of their 
lives should help companies get the most out of each new employee.

The big challenge to implementing BYOD is that employee choice leads to a motley 
patchwork of devices. However, offering secure access to data and solutions to such a 
wide range of hardware options is easier than it sounds.
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Smartphones and Tablets

Laptops, Smartphones 
and Tablets

Desktops, Laptops, 
Smartphones and Tablets
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Devices in the Workplace

Employees are already 
bringing their own devices in 
the workplace. Recent survey 
data shows who is selecting 
the tools they are using – 
companies, employees or 
employees selecting from 
company approved lists.

Source: Forrester Research Inc.
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Ignore the mobile device arms race
One of the biggest challenges that mobile computing has created is platform churn. Every 
time a device manufacturer or operating system appears to be gaining dominance, a new 
wave of products washes it away.

For example, Gartner Inc. research shows 
that at the beginning of 2011, Symbian was 
the No. 2 smartphone operating system, 
making up about 28 percent of the market. The 
developers who focused on creating apps for 
that system spent considerable time and effort 
building for a dying platform. By the end of 
2011, Symbian usage was below 10 percent. 
This year, it’s down to 3 percent.

Research in Motion’s Blackberry operating 
system went from 13 percent of the market in 
2011 to 3 percent this year. 

Android on the other hand went from about 
36 percent market share in early 2011 to a 
dominant 74 percent share this year, but 
even now, developers can’t simply abandon 
all other systems and only embrace Droid. 
That market share number includes multiple 
variations of the open source operating 
system, so developers can’t easily transfer 
an Android 2.3 app onto an Android 4.2 
smartphone.

Predicting where technology is going 
has always been tricky at best, and most 
businesses can point to expensive mistakes 
when they backed the wrong horse.

Effectively embracing BYOD means you don’t 
have to try to predict what will become the 
dominant system. With the power of cloud 
computing, companies should be able to 
use powerful business solutions that will run 
equally well on any device. 

One employee uses her Kindle Fire tablet to 
check email and fill out time slips from the 
road. Another has an iPad he uses to make 
sales presentations. A third uses an Android 
smartphone to record data in the field and a 
Windows laptop to access solutions. Many 
software companies would happily develop 
a series of apps and programs that could work in each of those individual environments 
because porting software to different platforms can generate hefty service fees.

iPods Transformed Media…iPhones Ramped 
Faster…iPad Left Them in Dust
First 10 Quarters Cumulative Unit Shipments, iPod vs. iPhone vs. iPad
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Android ‘Phone’ Adoption Has Ramped 
Even Faster – Nearly 6x iPhone
First 16 Quarters Cumulative Global Android & iPhone Unit Shipments
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Security and consistency through the browser
For those looking for a cost-effective BYOD policy – one that doesn’t require software 
customization or expensive mobile management systems to track devices – there is 
another way. Virtually all fixed and mobile computing devices have 
one thing in common – Web browsers for surfing the Internet.

Whether it’s Safari, Firefox, Internet Explorer, Chrome, Dolphin, 
Opera or some other platform, modern browsers all use HTML5, 
the most up-to-date version of the Internet’s communications 
software. Solution providers can use HTML5 to create Web portals 
that give users a window into cloud-based systems. As long as the 
device is powerful enough to run a browser, its users should be fine. 
The heavy lifting gets done in data centers, not the palms of your 
employees’ hands.

Email and calendars have been the frontrunners, allowing many 
people to get their messages and daily schedules as easily on 
their phones and tablets as on their desktop computers. But 
simple communications is only the first step. Accessing powerful, 
mission-critical solutions can be as easy as checking a Gmail or 
Yahoo! mail account.

One security-minded organization needed to connect 650 
employees and contractors to critical and sensitive data and a host 
of solutions. Many of those people wanted to use different tools, 
and the organization had neither the manpower nor the budget to implement a mobile 
management policy.

So the U.S. Treasury Department’s Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau (formerly 
part of the Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms) embraced the browser. The 
agency set up a secure site, allowing each user of the system to log in to a virtual work 
environment through the browser. Because data is stored on servers, not individual 
devices, data is secure.

A White House study on BYOD highlighted the Treasury program, saying a key lesson 
was to “avoid allowing data to touch the personal device. Having all data, settings and 
processing in a central location and using the BYOD device simply as a viewer significantly 
simplifies the legal and policy implications.”

With browsers and cloud-based solutions, employees get to choose the devices they want, 
getting a uniform user experience regardless of the logo on the back of the phone, laptop, 
tablet or even desktop. And as new, different devices emerge, cloud-based, browser-
enabled solutions will work on those as well.

Cost savings through consumerized technology
Those new devices can do more than just boost employee productivity. Device agnosticism can 
become a major source of savings for businesses of any size.

Modern smartphones are incredibly powerful and can do jobs once reserved for extremely 
expensive, purpose-built machines. It’s become cliché to say that the average iPhone has 
more computing power than the systems that NASA used to go to the moon. But the leap 
in power is even more extreme than that.
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In 2012, NASA landed an autonomous rover on Mars using a sophisticated, 
computer-controlled landing sequence that had to manage entry thrusters, 
a heat shield designed to withstand 1,600-degree entry temperatures, the 
largest parachute ever built for a spacecraft, rockets to slow the rover’s 
descent and a crane system to lower the robot to the planet’s surface. 
The computer systems controlling that procedure used 500,000 lines of 
computer code. Google’s Android 2.3 operating system, the one introduced 
on smartphones in 2010, uses about 12 million lines of code. So the software 
running somewhat dated phones is arguably 24 times more sophisticated than 
NASA’s Mars-landing system.

To get a sense of the cost savings, imagine field services. For decades, 
several large hardware companies have sold fantastic handheld computers. 
With those devices, delivery people have been able to get packages to 
people’s doorsteps, cable installers have been able to activate service 
and field repair crews have been able to check network statuses for 
various industries. Costing as much as $3,000, those devices offered great 
functionality at a premium price.

But today there’s virtually nothing that those rugged, handheld computers 
do that can’t be done with a modern smartphone or tablet. Especially when 
backed by cloud-based, browser-enabled solutions, modern mobile devices 
can scan barcodes, accept credit card payments, take pictures of job sites 
and log in to networks to gather and share data. In many ways, tablets and 
smartphones are even more powerful than the more-expensive rugged 
handhelds. Operators of those purpose-built devices can’t, for example, use work-oriented 
social networking tools to gain service insights from colleagues.

The initial costs savings are clear – $200 phones are much cheaper than $3,000 handheld 
computers. But the cost benefits multiply when you consider the impact on the entire 
operation. If the smartphone breaks or the employee loses it, finding a replacement means 
driving to any shopping mall or electronics store in the country. With cloud-based backup 
services, personal settings such as phone numbers and browser bookmarks to services can 
be replaced within minutes. That easy access to hardware eliminates the need to maintain a 
costly inventory of replacement devices and parts.

Also, when an employee’s personal technology fails, his first call tends to be to the 
manufacturer or the network service provider that sold him the product, not his company’s 
IT department. That reduction in hardware calls should let companies efficiently prioritize IT 
workloads, focusing on higher-value work instead of telling users how to reboot.

Conclusion:
Employees in many industries are willing to spend hundreds of dollars of their own money to 
choose tools that they like, making them happier and more productive. Fostering that BYOD 
trend can lead to lower operating costs, reduced headaches for IT departments and can let 
companies take advantage of the rapid pace of advancement in consumer computing.

To encourage and harness the BYOD movement, companies should look to solutions that 
work equally well on any modern device. Instead of trying to guess which product is going 
to win the mobile wars, focus on the browser, an existing piece of software that lets all 
employees securely access solutions, regardless of the make or model of the device. 
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About TOA Technologies and ETAdirect
Recognized as a leader and the foremost visionary for field service management by Gartner, 
TOA Technologies has pioneered the convergence of mobile, social and cloud-based 
technology. ETAdirect, TOA’s patented platform, delivers immediate and lasting return on 
investment through a holistic application that supports the entire field service life-cycle, 
from the booking of an appointment all the way to completion of the service event, including 
capacity management, routing optimization, advanced mobility and field management.

As the industry’s only complete on-demand solution, ETAdirect…

…learns. Rather than using averages or guesswork, ETAdirect learns the time that each 
individual employee takes to perform tasks and to travel. And it keeps learning, every second 
of every day.

…predicts. Using advanced and proprietary pattern recognition and predictive analytics, 
ETAdirect’s patented algorithms predict travel times, arrival times and job durations with ever-
greater accuracy and precision.

…optimizes. Using time-based data, ETAdirect takes a holistic approach, automatically 
assigning the right employees to the right jobs, setting the best schedules and mapping the 
best routes to make sure your business is increasingly optimized every day, enterprise-wide.

…drives collaboration. Going beyond simple instant messaging and social networking, 
ETAdirect provides the first platform for truly mobile, context-aware collaboration. It 
intelligently connects the office to the field and the field staff to each other in ways never 
before possible.

…communicates. From order to delivery, ETAdirect brings the customer into the loop. 
It provides customers with end-to-end service visibility, giving them dynamic, valuable 
information and a real voice for the first time. Cloud-based, browser-enabled programs offer 
that level of functionality, typically with lower costs, higher uptimes and better security than 
installed solutions. 


